GE 1076H-N Recessed Contact

The GE 1076 N Series Steel Door contacts are designed specifically for use in the steel doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design features a rugged unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates the magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances, both make and break. Both contact and magnet plastic housings are constructed of one piece of thick-walled ABS plastic for maximum strength and durability.

Features:
- Form C, SPDT (capable of normally closed or normally open)
- Three different colours available: natural white, grey, or mahogany brown
- With 12”/30 cm wire leads
- Designed specifically for use in steel doors
- Self-lock mounting
- Special ribbed sides allow for easy installation
- Rugged unibody construction for maximum durability and reliability
- UL approved for specific fire doors
- 15/16” diameter mounting hole required
- Standard Gap: Approximately 1/2” in steel, 1” in wood

Optional: Can be used with 1840-N Rare Earth Magnet for doors with channel opening. When using 1840-N Gap is 5/8”.

Ordering

Control Panel
PCU-IDS Protector Panel

Touch Screen
Ce-TS Touch Screen
Ce-TS-P Plastic Touch Screen

Expansion Modules
Ce-2ZI 2 Zone Input
Ce-8ZI 8 Zone Input
Ce-4RO 4 Relay Output
Ce-24ZI 24 Zone Input

Communication Modules
Ce-FC-N Fiber Conversion
Ce-TCP/IP Network Module
Ce-FC-ER Fiber Conversion

CeLAN Modules
Ce-DS938Z Motion
Ce-DS308 Motion
Ce-DSISC Motion
Ce-M2ZS HSS L2 Contact
Ce-M1ZRS Recessed Contact
Ce-1076DRS Recessed Contact
Ce-1076HRS Recessed Contact
Ce-U1Z Universal 1 Zone
Ce-WF2ZI Wells Fargo Contact
Ce-U2Z Universal 2 Zone

Receivers
Ce-AESR-IDS AES Receiver

CeLAN Accessories
CO-CSU Cinch Stick
CO-PS2KI Keyboard Module
CO-T-P Panel Tester
CO-T-8Z 8 Zone Tester
CO-T-4R 4 Relay Tester
CO-T-Printer Printer Tester
CO-PRS1 Siren Supervision
Ce-EX Expansion Module

Power
ACC-T24V-100 Transformer
ACC-B12-18 18Ahr Battery
ACC-B12-7 7Ahr Battery
ACC-6P Power Cord
E-CB Termination Box

Accessories
L-M-KD Panel Lock
L-M-KA Panel Lock
ACC-CFC-S Fiber Cable
L-S Standard Panel Lock
ACC-CFC-MM Fiber Cable
S-ET Panel Tamper

Enclosures
E-P Panel Enclosure
E-P-Kit
E-CP Plastic Enclosure
E-PA Accessory Enclosure
E-PA-Kit
E-PA-S Small Accessory Enclosure
E-PA-S-Kit

For more information: www.cinchsystems.com
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